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Enter the Comix Zone, sega's classic arcade-style beat 'em up, now available for the first time on mobile devices. Play for free and get ready for the first truly interactive comic ever! You're SketchTurner, a street comic book artist trapped in a comic book world of your own making. Travel in this post-punk nightmare and see your enemies drawn in front of you.
Fight the Mutant Queen.Survive the Dead Ship and lava mines. He then defeats the supervillain, Mortus, to escape. Comix Zone joins sega foreverclassic's collection of games, a treasure trove of free saw consoles brought to life on mobile devices for the first time! FEATURES - Fight panel by panel through hand-drawn comic pages -All the action and
adventure of your favorite comics! - Unleash superhero upgrades and tons of intense combat moves - Wieldknives, Hand grenades, dynamite and paper planes* - Search for hidden objects with your home mouse, Roadkill - Hone your fighting skills to defeat mutant enemies designed by Mortus SEGA FOREVERFEATURES - PLAY FOR FREE - SAVE
YOUR GAME PROGRESS AT ANY TIME -LEADERBOARDS - Compete with the world to get higher scores - CONTROLLERSUPPORT: HID COMPATIBLE CONTROLLERS - OFFLINE GAME - GAMES RELEASED EVERY MONTH - Download them all! RETRO REVIEWS - Comix Zone oozes style, looks great and plays brilliantly. [92%] - MarkPatterson,
Computer &amp; Video Games #167 (October 1995) - A new concept it really offers. Imagine taking your favoritecomic and controlling the action. [91%] - Nick Protz, Sonic theComic #60 (September 15, 1995) COMIX ZONE TRIVIA - *Hold down the fist button to tear up a piece of the comic book, make a paper plane, and throw it at enemies - Pass Sketch's
gas by repeatedly pressing on the D-Pad in some areas - Comix Zonefeatures a happy and sad ending depending on how you defeat the final boss - SEGA held the US 6010405 patent for the innovative simulation game systems of a COMIX ZONE HISTORY comic book - First resolution August 1996 on the SEGA Mega Drive/Genesis system -Developed by:
SEGA Technical Institute - Designer: Peter Morawiec -Lead Programmer: Adrian Stephens - Privacy Policy: Terms of Use: Game apps are ad-supported and noin-app purchases are needed to progress; ad-free gaming option available with in-app purchase. This game may include Interest-Based Ads (see more information) and may collect accurate location
data (see for more information). © SEGA. All rights reserved. Sega, the SEGA, Comix Zone, SEGA Forever and the Sega Forever logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of SEGA Holdings Co., Ltd. or its affiliates. Comix Zone Classic 4.1.2 Description Editor's Review Join Sketch Turner, a cartoonist trapped in a world of the book of his creation in this
classic, arcade beat 'em up from SEGA. About Comix Zone Classic Comix Zone Classic (Package Name: com.sega.comixzone) is developed by SEGA and the latest version of Comix Zone Classic 4.1.2 was updated on November 18, 2020. Comix Zone Classic is in the Action category. You can check out all comix zone classic developer apps and find 83
alternative apps to Comix Zone Classic on Android. This app is currently free. This app can be downloaded to Android 4.4+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files APKFab.com are original and 100% secure with quick download. Enter the Comix Zone, sega's classic arcade-style beat 'em up, now available for the first time on mobile devices. Play for
free and get ready for the first truly interactive comic ever! You're Sketch Turner, a street comic artist trapped in a comic book world of your own making. Travel in this post-punk nightmare and watch your enemies drawn in front of you. Fight the Mutant Queen. Survive the Dead Ship and the Lava Mines. Then defeat the supervillain, Mortus, to escape.Comix
Zone joins the sega forever collection of classic games, a treasure trove of free SEGA console classics brought to life on mobile devices for the first time! FEATURES - Fight panel by panel through hand-drawn comic pages- All the action and adventure of your favorite comics! - Unleash superhero upgrades and tons of intense combat moves - Wield knives,
Hand grenades, dynamite and paper planes*- Search for hidden objects with your home mouse, Roadkill- Hone your combat skills to defeat mutant enemies designed by MortusSEGA FOREVER FEATURES- PLAY FOR FREE- SAVE YOUR GAME PROGRESS AT ANY TIME - LEADERBOARDS - Compete with the world for higher scores- CONTROLLER
SUPPORT: HID COMPATIBLE CONTROLLERS- OFFLINE GAMES- GAMES RELEASED EVERY MONTH - Download them all! RETRO REVIEWS - Comix Zone oozes style, looks great and plays brilliantly. [92%] - Mark Patterson, Computer &amp; Video Games #167 (October 1995)- A new concept he really offers. Imagine taking your favorite comic book
and controlling the action. [91%] - Nick Protz, Sonic the Comic #60 (September 15, 1995)COMIX ZONE TRIVIA- *Hold down the punch button to tear up a piece of the comic book, making a paper plane, and launching it at enemies - Making Sketch pass gas by repeatedly pressing on the D-Pad in some areas- Comix Zone presents a happy and sad ending
depending on how you defeat the final boss- Sega held patent US 6010405 for the innovative simulation game systems of a comicCOMIX ZONE HISTORY - First released in August 1996 on the system Mega Drive/Genesis- Developed by: SEGA Technical Institute- Designer: Peter Morawiec- Lead Programmer: Adrian Stephens- -Privacy Policy: of Use:
apps are supported by advertisements and in-app purchases are not available progress; ad-free playback option available with in-app purchase. This game may include Interest-Based Ads (see for more information) and may collect Accurate Location Data (please see for more information) .© SEGA. All rights reserved. Sega, the Sega logo, Comix Zone,
SEGA Forever and the Sega Forever logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of SEGA Holdings Co., Ltd. or its affiliates. Comix Zone Classic 4.1.2 Update bug fixes and refinements Read more Enter Comix Zone, SEGA's progressive combat game that takes you back to classic arcades! Play for free and get ready for the first truly interactive comic!
Play as Sketch Turner, an experienced cartoonist imprisoned in the universe... of his comic book! Travel through this post+apocalyptic nightmare and see enemies drawn in front of you. + Fight box by box on hand-drawn comic pages + All the action and adventure of your favorite comics! + Unleash your superhero powers and tons of extreme combat skills +
Handle knives, grenades, dynamite and paper planes * + SAVE YOUR PROGRESS AT ANY TIME + LEADERBOARDS: Compete with the world for the highest score + HANDLE ASSISTANCE: HID compatible JOYstick + PLAY OFFLINE Enter the Comix Zone, sega's classic arcade-style beat 'em up, now available on mobile devices for the first time. Play
for free and get ready for the first truly interactive comic ever! You're Sketch Turner, a street comic artist trapped in a comic book world of your own making. Travel in this post-punk nightmare and watch your enemies drawn in front of you. Fight the Mutant Queen. Survive the Dead Ship and the Lava Mines. Then defeat the supervillain, Mortus, to
escape.Comix Zone joins the sega forever collection of classic games, a treasure trove of free SEGA console classics brought to life on mobile devices for the first time! FEATURES - Fight panel by panel through hand-drawn comic pages- All the action and adventure of your favorite comics! - Unleash superhero upgrades and tons of intense combat moves Wield knives, Hand grenades, dynamite and paper planes*- Search for hidden objects with your home mouse, Roadkill- Hone your combat skills to defeat mutant enemies designed by MortusSEGA FOREVER FEATURES- PLAY FOR FREE- SAVE YOUR GAME PROGRESS AT ANY TIME - LEADERBOARDS - Compete with the world for higher scoresCONTROLLER SUPPORT: HID COMPATIBLE CONTROLLERS- OFFLINE GAMES- GAMES RELEASED EVERY MONTH - Download them all! RETRO - Comix Zone exudes style, looks great and plays brilliantly. [92%] - Mark Patterson, Computer &amp; Video Games #167 (October 1995)- A new concept he really offers. Imagine taking your favorite comic
book and controlling the action. [91%] - Nick Protz, Sonic the Comic #60 (September 15, 1995)COMIX ZONE TRIVIA- *Print and wait waiting fist button to tear a piece of the comic, make a plan of paper, and throw it at enemies - Pass Sketch's gas by repeatedly pressing on the D-Pad in some areas- Comix Zone presents a happy and sad ending depending
on how you defeat the final boss- SEGA held the US 6010405 patent for the innovative simulation game systems of a COMIX ZONE HISTORY comic book. First published in August 1996 on the SEGA Mega Drive/Genesis system- Developed by: SEGA Technical Institute- Designer: Peter Morawiec- Lead Programmer: Adrian Stephens- -Privacy Policy: of
Use: apps are supported by advertisements and no in-app purchases are needed to progress; ad-free playback option available with in-app purchase. This game may include Interest-Based Ads (see for more information) and may collect Accurate Location Data (please see for more information) .© SEGA. All rights reserved. Sega, the Sega logo, Comix
Zone, SEGA Forever and the Sega Forever logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of SEGA Holdings Co., Ltd. or its affiliates. Developer: SEGA Description Enter the Comix Zone, sega's classic arcade-style beat 'em up, now available for the first time on mobile devices. Play for free and get ready for the first truly interactive comic ever! You're Sketch
Turner, a street comic artist trapped in a comic book world of your own making. Travel in this post-punk nightmare and watch your enemies drawn in front of you. Fight the Mutant Queen. Survive the Dead Ship and the Lava Mines. Then defeat the supervillain, Mortus, to escape.Comix Zone joins the sega forever collection of classic games, a treasure trove
of free SEGA console classics brought to life on mobile devices for the first time! Revision(s) Item(s) Card Upload Notes... Comix Zone Classic 漫 will 帶 installed on the device. SEGA Download APK Select the device. In case your device hasn't installed games for a long time, check that you've logged in to QooApp with the same account, updated QooApp
to the latest version, and check if the notification is in progress. No device detected. Sign in to QooApp with the same account you use on your device and turn on Notification. Click here if you don't have QooApp. QooApp.
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